PolyTraK athletic track systems provide a high quality
platform for every standard of track and field event
our products are suitable for the entire spectrum of track and field
disciplines. The systems comply with international regulations and
enjoy the reliability of the mri-Polytech brand.

SPORTING APPLICATIONS

FULL POUR SYSTEM

SANDWICH SYSTEM

STRUCTURED SPRAY

olympic Games
International events
national competition
regional competition
Training & leisure

Typical track construction
EPDm & Pu Compound

creating tomorrow's sport and recreation spaces today !

meeting every standard

sBr base layer

asphalt topping

asphalt base layer

stone foundation
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THE P olyu r eth a n e s y s te ms HOUSE

Full Pour system
PolyTraK Full pour system is a high performance system
designed to meet the most exacting standards of international
competition to IaaF regulations. Cast in place with two layers of
sBr rubber mixed with 50% elastic polyurethane flood coat and
finished with a topping of coloured EPDm granules broadcast
onto the polyurethane compound.

sandwich system
PolyTraK sandwich system provides good force reduction
and is constructed on a cast in place base mat of rubber crumb
applied with clear polyurethane binder. The base layer is sealed
with a combination of micronised rubber and polyurethane,
with a final topping of coloured EPDm granules broadcast onto
a flood coat of polyurethane compound.

creating tomorrow's sport and recreation spaces today !

about PolyTraK systems

spray Coat system
PolyTraK spray coat system provides a highly cost effective
solution utilising a structural spray comprising polyurethane
compound and fine EPDm granules, applied to a cast in place
base of rubber crumb and clear polyurethane binder. This system
provides an economical solution for institutional, recreational
and field training facilities, with a textured final surface.

Full data sheets available on request
from mri Polytech on +44 (0) 1625 575737
or visit www.mri-polytech.com
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